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A fantasy RPG released on August 16th, 2011 in Japan and has been received as a hit worldwide since. The game takes place on the vast lands between the lands of light and darkness. A setting unlike that of other fantasy RPGs, in which you can freely choose your own destiny. In addition to your character being able to freely choose his or her path, you
have the ability to freely decide the progression of the story and the multilayered action gameplay will offer you to experience various stories to the fullest. abstract: 'Databases are a cornerstone of any modern information system. They are the main data store of any modern data center, and the production databases of many companies. All of this led to

the emergence of new systems, powered by the availability of cheap and plentiful storage. This situation calls for new approaches in database architecture in order to cope with the added restrictions in the design space: they have to be very performant yet very scaleable, fault-tolerant, and secure. Combining these requirements with the commodity
hardware nature, they offer a strong motivation for the adoption of new architectures, based on new concepts of design. This article presents the design and implementation of our platform, BaaS (**B**usiness **a**ccess **s**ystem), a new database framework powered by many small and cheap compute nodes to enhance query performance and offer

storage redundancy in case of node failure.' author: - 'Mehdi Ghedira, Ana Gouveia, Bruno Azambuja' - | \ Tony Yuan, Luis Rocha, Jérémy Tranchant - | \ Marc François-Paille - | \ Alex Auffray, Olivier Fechner, Matthieu Leray - | \ David Laine - | \ Luís Rocha, Jean-Louis Torbié - | \ Yves Morin bibliography: -'references.bib' - 'conferences.bib' title: A New
Database Architecture for the Age of the Cell --- Introduction ============ Motivation

Features Key:
Character

Create your own character and experience a story in which you are the main character. That includes customizing your appearance, hands and feet, weapon and armor, and even magic.
AI system

With this feature, you can enjoy endless hours of gameplay with a computer.
AI Thinking

All AIs generate a sense of understanding as they understand the situation faced by other characters in the game, and they are able to reasonably act.
AI Assistance

There are items that have a beneficial effect on other characters, and when you kill certain monsters, their area effect goes to others nearby.
Versus Battle

With this feature, you can easily enjoy battles with various players from various parts of the world in the game.
Elden Ring

This is an RPG action game that incorporates the core elements of action, RPG, and action RPG, is a fantasy action game.
Character growth

Your weapon and armor can also be customized and it is possible to develop alternate characters.
Quest and Battles

Battle against monsters by running with the arrow keys and you can move while using automatic monster removal as you explore.
Quest system

A large amount of facilities are present in the game, such as Holy Stones that eliminate enemy monsters, Swordmen that deal great damage, and weapons that deal great damage. Various facilities are placed together, and you can develop your character while acquiring new abilities.
Key element

Elden Ring is the action game set in a fantasy world in which you play online in a multiplayer game and the high number of people playing in the game can be seen.
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